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I’m Burning All My Bridges 2nd Fret
God asks for full commitment to Him. This means we need to be willing to go all out for Him. This means we must be willing to pull up our comfort zone roots and move into a realm of pure trust and confidence in the Lord (like Abraham did). Yes, we must burn all of our bridges and move into the promised land which will most definitely be uncomfortable at first. God may want to dislodge crud from your soul and He will use the new environment to do it by giving you prayer fodder (reason to pray). As you pray humbly to God regarding the uncomfortable situation He put you in, you will notice you are becoming more like Jesus Christ. Ah Hah, you may exclaim. So this is why I'm here! Well, glory be. Remember, he who tries to save his life will lose it. But He who is willing to give up His life for Jesus, will save it. Don't fight the idea of burning all your bridges and giving ALL to Him.
by Vic Zarley
 
    C                       F
There’s a lot of games we play
            G                             C
When we don’t care from day to day
      F                      G                   C
Whether God is watching us or not
          F                          G
I’ve had it with those games
                      C                  F
My life will never be the same
               C                     G                     C
‘Cause God is now within my every thought…and

                    F                       G             C
	I’m burning all my bridges behind me
                    F                    G                  C
	I’m going to that Kingdom up above
                           F                         G            C       F
	Yes, I’m burning all my bridges behind…me
                     C                    G               C
	And going to that Kingdom of love

I took the corporate road
And found I carried quite a load
The energy I had just went to waste
Now I’m sharing what’s inside
I’ve found my past was just a lie
I’m never going back to that old place (chorus)

You know I can’t afford
The time that’s spent without the Lord
God’s so very special to my heart
I’m happy and I’m free
From all that was so bound to me
And burning all my bridges was my start (chorus then: )

I’m burning all my bridges behind me
I’m going to that Kingdom up above
	Yes, I’m burning all my bridges behind…me
                     C                    G
	And going to that Kingdom of
                C                 F
	Going to that Kingdom of
                C                 G                C
	Going to that Kingdom of love

